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Abstract 
Local public transport is recently re-recognized even in the developed countries, as an available resolution for the social issues in 
the urbanization, such as traffic congestion and safety, globe warming by CO2 emissions, and the process of low birthrate and 
aging society, etc. Because of some reasons including conventional management system, actual situations of business operations 
and motorization, many companies of local public transport are running into the red operation. As experiences and lessons from 
the developed countries, in this study, the situations of local rail transits are firstly analyzed. And then under the bases of the 
descriptions of cost compositions of rail companies, the comparative analyses between local rails and railway are performed. 
Furthermore, the governmental assistances are reviewed and discussed. Finally, the relevant technological innovations and 
transport policies are suggested as the improvements directions of local rails.   
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1. Introduction 
Even in the local area of the developed countries, public transport systems including rail transit and bus have 
played very important roles in the healthy socio-economies’ growth, the regional economic activities and residents’ 
daily lives. But, due to the changes of internal and external circumstances surrounding transport, such as the 
population concentration to metropolis, the process of the low birthrate and aging society, and local 
deindustrialization or depopulation, excessive dependence on car, the users of the local public transport are totally 
decreasing. Although many local rail transit companies (abbreviated as local rails, hereinafter) make great efforts in 
their operations to maintain the normal rail transit business, such as raising the tariff, reducing personnel cost, 
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increasing additional business activities except passenger transit, they still fall into severe situations. Many of them 
have to select the abolition after all. 
On the other hand, just because these socio-economic problems as mentioned previously are being faced, the 
relevant correspondences must be reconsidered in order to keep the mobility of local inhabitants’ daily life, and 
social economic activities to regenerate and activate the local economy industry, even to make the citizen-based 
town planning, and deal with the environmental problem. The rail transit as one of public transport means in the 
social infrastructure is still expected as an important part in the sustainable urbanization through the cooperation of 
the whole community. 
In this paper, the fundamental situations of local rails will be firstly analyzed. And then, cost compositions of the 
rail operations are described. Furthermore, in order to find the differences between local rails and passenger railway 
companies (abbreviated as railways, hereinafter), based on the actual situations of local rails, relevant comparative 
analyses are executed. According to the results of comparisons, some governmental assistances or relevant transport 
policy proposals are discussed and suggested.  
2. Business situations of local rails 
In this study, the local rails are limited in the regional rail companies with the small and medium size scale in 
Japan, except passenger railway companies, major private rail companies in the great urban area, and governmental 
subways. These local rails have played an important role in the regional development as the mobility foot of local 
inhabitants. We analyze the business situations of these rails, using the data of "railway statistics annual report" 
supervised by the Railway Bureau of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport. The elements to explain 
business conditions include traffic density of rail line, business coefficient, personnel costs’ percentage in rail 
operations and change of the surplus or deficit companiesas shown in Fig.1. 
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Fig. 1. Analytical structure of the rail business situations 
2.1. Traffic density of rail line 
The traffic density of rail line is a basic business index to express the transport achievements of rail line in one 
day’s traffic, which the total passenger kilometers are divided by business kilometer of relevant line(unit: 
passengers/day[km]). In the 1980s, the railway line in which the traffic density is less than 4,000 
(passengers/day[km]) was defined as specific local railway by Japan National Railway. And these special lines can 
be seen as the potential to be changed in bus transport. According to this definition, using the data of statistics in 
2010, the local rails with traffic density less than 4,000 (passengers/day[km]) are 68 of 88 local rails, that is, about 
77% of them meets the condition to be changed into bus line. In addition, the number of the rails in which traffic 
density was less than 2,000 (passengers/day [km]) said to be the utmost possible business value is 49 companies. 
The severe conditions as transport operations in the local rails of Japan are clearly disclosed. 
2.2. Business coefficient  
The business coefficient, which is the total operating costs of company divided by its grossed returns, is often 
used to explain the real business condition of a company. If the index value is less than 100%, it shows that the 
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company is profitable in the good business operation with the profitability. Through the analysis of the statistic data 
in 2010, the average value of business coefficient of 88 local rails is 145%, and only 20 companies are in the 
situations with the profitability. The result shows that most of local rails in Japan are in the non- profitability. 
2.3. Personnel costs’ percentage in rail operations 
In the recent years, through reforming the wage system and employment system of local rails, making efforts to 
improve the business operation such as the personnel reduction, the personnel cost percentages in many local rails 
are being controlled to a certain extent. The average personnel cost percentage of 83 local rails in 2005 is 49.4%, but 
the number of the rails which are more than 50% is 48. The mean of 88 rails in 2010 is 47.8%, and about half of 
rails have controlled the personnel cost percentage within less than 50%. It can be demonstrated that a local rails are 
making their efforts in the rationalization of business management 
2.4. Changes of the number of profitable and deficit companies 
The changes of the number of local rails in the profitable and the deficit can be derived through relevant 
comparisons. In 2005, the number of 83 local rails in the black was 22, but, in 2010, the number was 20 in 88 local 
rails. The relevant rate in the black rails is deceased from 22.7% to 20%. 
3. Cost compositions of rail transits 
According to the rail enterprise accounts rule exacted in 1987, operation costs of rail enterprise  shown in Fig. 2, 
are made up by the expenses for the maintenance of track line, electricity, rolling stock, and the expenses for train 
operation and station-concerned operation, and relevant expenses of other items. These expenses generally include 
personnel and other expenditure. In addition, the depreciation of facilities and infrastructure is also an important part 
in the cost structure of rails. 
3.1. Maintenance of tracks and relevant structures 
The expenses for track line maintenance are composed of the operating expenses required for the maintenances 
of tracks, bridges, tunnel, rail/road crossing, and relevant facilities. And the works-related personnel expenses in 
track maintenance’s office, repairs’ ward, building ward and so on are also included.  
3.2. Maintenance of electric and electronic equipments 
In rail transit, there are many facilities concerning electricity such as overhead contact line, transformer 
substation in electrified railway, communication and signal equipments for train running, and relevant machinery. It 
is necessary to keep these in the normal working conditions. The relevant personnel costs are included, for example, 
electricity-related work-site, communication and signal ward, traction substation. 
3.3. Rolling stock maintenance 
To keep train’s running safely and normally, rolling stocks are checked daily, inspected periodically, and repaired 
necessarily. In these maintenance expenses, relevant personnel costs in work-site operating employee concerning car 
inspecting and repairing shed, etc. are required. 
3.4. Train operation 
The expenses concerning train operation generally include the power costs to drive vehicles, and relevant 
operating costs for train running. Similarly, the personnel costs of the train-affiliated work-site employee are 
required, such as diver, conductor, and relevant worker in engine department, electric train ward, crew ward, etc. 
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3.5. Station-concerned operation 
The expenses of station-concerned operation are composed of the maintenance costs of automatic ticketing 
machine, the work costs for train making up and car shunting and so on. Also the relevant personnel costs 
concerning station, such as ticket office, station’s management, and signal station, are included.  
3.6. Additional items 
The additional items in rail costs are mainly indicated as the administrative expenses for each kind of 
maintenance in the head office of rail, and operation management costs for train running and passenger transport. 
Also, the expenses for guidance advertising, facilities’ maintenances of public welfare, and general administration 
are generally contained. 
3.7. Depreciation 
In the rail transit system, there are many necessary facilities and infrastructures for transport. The relevant 
depreciation is an important part in the cost structure of rails. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Cost structure for rail transit 
4. Comparative analysis of local rails’ costs 
In order to understand and grasp the issues of local rails, we will analyze the each component of local rails’ costs 
though the comparisons to the railways. Fig.3 shows the analyzing results of the comparisons between local rails 
and railways, using the data of "2008 railway statistics annual report". In total local rails’ costs, the percentage of 
each kind of expenses is 9.7% (track line maintenance), 6.0% (electricity-related maintenance), 9.9% (rolling stock 
maintenance), 22.5% (train operation), 18.3% (station- concerned operation), 13.4% (depreciation), 20.2% (others), 
separately. Contrastively, the percentage of each kind of expenses in railways is 12.8% (track line maintenance), 
6.1% (electricity-related maintenance), 8.0% (rolling stock maintenance), 12.7% (train operation), 17.2% (station- 
concerned operation), 18.6% (depreciation), 24.6% (others), respectively.  
The differences between local rails and railways can be summarized as follows: 
(1)The local rails’ costs are concentrated on the train and station-concerned operation 
(2)The maintenance expenses for rolling stocks in local rails is higher than that of railways 
(3)The depreciation costs of local rails is obviously lower than that of railways 
Additionally, as described previously, the percentage of personnel cost in local rails is over 45%. It is greatly 
higher than the standard of regular railways. 
These results can be described that there are many difficulties and issues in the enterprise activities of the local 
rails, such as investments to new facilities and new rolling stocks, etc. Higher expenses of train and station-
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concerned operation, and higher personnel costs can be explained that the local rails have few abilities furthermore 
to improve their circumstances only by transport business.   
The comparative analysis demonstrated that the inner reasons of local rails are in the severe situations as public 
transport means as stated-previously. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Comparison of cost components 
5. Discussions on the local rails as public mobility 
5.1. Technological innovations 
Based on the analytical results of cost structure, we can adequately understand why the local rails are put in the 
severe business condition. Therefore, it is necessary to make efforts in technological innovation for the 
improvements of the situations in the following. 
ձThe optimization technology of facilities durability, labor savings, and capital investments.  
ղThe analysis technique of the transport demand management connected to regional trips and inbound 
sightseeing trips 
ճThe relevant elements of the rails concerning the smart mobility management, which use the Information & 
Communication Technology (ICT) for supporting the local rails. 
5.2. Package support system for activation and  regeneration 
In order to active and regenerate local rails, some developed countries, focusing on the actual conditions, have 
many assistances such as modernization of local rails, new facilitations (LRT, BRT) for public mobility, business 
support for the daily operation, improvements of rail/road crossing, disaster assistance, and some system for the 
activation and reproduction. These assistances can be called as case-by-case symptomatic treatment to be judged 
from the existing states. 
Because there are the seriously structural problems in the current local rails, it is necessary to construct the 
relevant package support system in transport policy. Firstly, the local rails are recognized as the important social 
infrastructures for public mobility to deal with the low birth rate and aging society. Then, the activation and 
regeneration of local rails will play a vital role in the recovery of regional economical activities as an available 
means for inbound travel and inter-communications. And furthermore, the public transport-oriented and citizen-
based town planning is one of regional redevelopments to solve the various social problems and current issues such 
as globe warming and traffic safety. 
5.3. System changes combined  with comprehensive urbanization planning(compact city) 
This system changes is meant that the local rails is not an independent mode, but a part of regional transit 
network. It is necessary that the local transit planning is combined into comprehensive regional urbanization 
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(compact city), together with urban planning, facilities & infrastructure planning, by the use of BRT, LRT and 
improved new transit system.  
5.4. Cultivation  of human resources for local rails 
For the sustainable local rails, it is necessary to cultivate relevant human resources such as planner, etc. 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper, the local rails based on the actual situations using the cases of Japan regional rail transits are firstly 
investigated. Then, the cost compositions of local rails are analyzed comparatively. Finally, relevant discussions in 
technological innovations and transport policy are described. Some measures to improve the local rails are suggested. 
The relevant issues in the urbanizations will be furthermore studied based on the actual conditions. 
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